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In this paper we study the Candy model, a marked point process 
introduced by STOICA et al. (2000). We prove Ruelle and local 
stability, investigate its Markov properties, and discuss how the 
model may be sampled. Finally, we consider estimation of the 
model parameters and present a simulation study. 
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Set-up and notation 
177 
High resolution images found in fields such as microscopy. remote sensing and 
medicine pose interpretation problems that can often be formulated in geometric 
terms. For example. a microscopist may want to classify cells. and a doctor is 
interested in detecting abnormalities in scans. Thus. it is of prime interest to develop 
statistical models for object scenes to replace the more commonly used image models 
that operate on the pixel level. Convenient theoretical tools in this context are 
pro\'ided by the theory of marked point processes. in which an image is naturally 
regarded as a collection of objects. and inference focuses on locating and 
characterizing them. However, realistic models for the complicated objects encoun-
tered in practice are still scarce. Indeed. it is the (very ambitious) goal of the scientific 
community involved in this area to build and analyze rigorous mathematical models 
which can deal with the complex reality of high resolution images. 
STOICA et al. (2000) and STOICA (2001) introduced a marked point process model 
for line segments dubbed Cam~r - as prior distribution for the image analysis 
problem of extracting linear networks such as roads or rivers from images (usually 
obtained by aerial photography or satellites). In this paper we investigate the 
analytical properties of the model. focusing on the Ruelle condition. local stability 
and the interaction structure. We also study statistical aspects. including simulation 
by Markov chain Monte Carlo and parameter estimation. 
We shall represent a line segment as a point in some compact subset K c IR2 of 
strictly positive volume 0 < v(K) < oo with an attached mark taking values in the 
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Cartesian product Umin• lmaxl X (0, rr) for some 0 < /111 ; 0 < lmax < 00 • Each marked 
point (k, 1. 0) can be interpreted as a line segment with midpoint k, length f. and 
orientation f}. If required. an extra mark for the width of the segment may be added. 
Note that in the original formulation in (STOICA et al.. 2000, and STOICA. 2001) the 
mark space for orientations is (0, 2rc ]. 
A configuration of line segments is a finite set of marked points. Thus. for n E N0 , 
write S 11 for the set of all (unordered) configurations s = {.1·1, ... , s11 } that consist of n, 
not necessarily distinct, marked points si E S = K x Umin· lmaxl x [O, JI). Hence, the 
configuration space can be written as n = u;~0 S11 , which may be equipped with the 
O"-algebra Fgenerated by the mappings {s1, ... ,s11 } 1-t I;;~ 1 l{s;EA} that count 
the number of marked points in Borel sets A ~ S. If the marks are discarded, the 
configuration space of midpoints is nK = U;=;"= 0K11 , where K 11 is the set of all 
configurations x = {k 1 •••• ,k11 } that consist of n, not necessarily distinct. points 
k; E K; the associated O"-algebra FK is generated by the mappings counting the 
number of points falling in Borel subsets of K. 
A point process on K is a measurable mapping from some probability space into 
(QK· FK); a marked point process with points in Kand marks in Umin• lmaxl x (0, rt) is 
a point process on the product space K x (/min· lmaxl x [O, JI) with the additional 
property that the marginal process of segment centers is a point process on K. For 
further details, see (DALEY and VERE-JoNES, 1988, Section 7. I). 
Perhaps the simplest marked point process model is the Poisson process defined by 
the probability measure on (.Q. F) assigning mass 
to F E :F. In other words, under /L, midpoints are placed in K according to a Poisson 
process with intensity measure v, to which points independent. uniformly distributed 
marks are assigned to determine the length and orientation. As it exhibits no 
interactions, the above Poisson marked point process is the ideal reference process. 
Indeed, one may define more complicated models by specifying a Radon -Nikodym 
derivative p with respect to µ. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we define the Candy model in 
terms of its density (Radon-Nikodym derivative) with respect to /L We establish the 
Ruelle condition and local stability. Furthermore, we define several relations on S, 
and investigate the Markov behavior of the Candy model. In section 3, a 
Metropolis--Hastings algorithm based on births and deaths is suggested for sampling 
from the Candy model. We discuss the convergence of the algorithm, and prove 
geometric ergodicity. More sophisticated updates including non-uniform births and 
deaths, and changes in the marks are discussed subsequently. Section 4 builds on the 
results obtained in previous sections to perform maximum likelihood based 
inference. The paper is concluded by simulation examples. 
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2 The Candy model: stabilit~ and \1arkm properties 
::. I \fndc! spe«if1rntio11 
The Candy nwdd was de\dnped in the L'Ontcxt of a cnneretc image analysis 
S101< .\ et al.. ::OOt)). where. in order to de1:ide whether twn line segments 
\\ere .;,11mectelL discrctization effects had to be taken into account. f rnm a the,1rctical 
point ,if\ icw. undt:r tht: rdi:rt:nt:t: Pois~on process almust surdy no exact join bt:twecn 
a of :-egmt:nts occur~. Such considerations moli\ate the following ddinition. 
DUl:\lT!O"- l. Le! x = (k ,. !,. Ii,) and r = (k,. I,. tl,.) h1' llrn marked poillls. Then, x 
and r are said lo he co1mected. x --..,y. i/ al !emf 011t· u( the fil//01ring holds 
_,_ !t1 (cosll,.sinli1 ) -k, -!l 1 icosll .. sinll1 l ~'« 
,jk, -~/,icosll,.sinll,) k, +~/ 1 (cos0 1 .sinll 1 ~r, 
-U,\cosll,.sinll, l ·- k, -!I 1 1cosll1 .sin/11 l!I ~,., 
:!k, U,(cosll,. sin 0,) - k, -r ! /,(cos/I,. sin ii, l!! ~,., 
sol1li..' giren r, < linm· 
Tht: relation of definition I is reflexive. that is. any x E Sis connected to itself. and 
symmetric. Similarly. an endpoint e of a segment x is said to be connected in the 
conliguration s if another segment ins can be found with at least one endpoint closer 
than r, to e. Following STOICA et al. (2000) and STOICA (2001 ). we distinguish 
betwt:en singly t't11111eoed segmt:nts with exactly one connected endpoint and douhly 
cu1111ccted ones for which both endpoints are connected. A segment that is not 
connected to any other segment is said to be .fi'ec. 
LE'.1.1\IA I. The mappings n 1 and n, assigning to a nmfigurarion s E Q the 1111mher i!f' 
fi«·c. respectirely singly comiectl!d segments are meas11rah/e 11·ith respl'Ct to :F. 
PROOF: First. consider 111. By its very nature. the mapping that counts the number 
of free segments in a configuration is a symmetric function of its argument. Thus. 
it is sutficient (REISS. 1993. Section 3.1) to check that the function/: S" ~ IR defined 
b:y 
II 
f(s1 .... . snl = L l{s; is free} 
1=! 
is Borel mcasurablt: for each 11 E 
1;11\s1 ..... s,,) defined by 
Now. for fixed i cl=j E : !,. ... 11]. the function 
{ II I . . I . II } l I k,, + 21" (cost!,,. sm II,,) - k" - 21,,(cos II,. smtl,,Jj\ > r, 
is Borel measurable as a mapping on S'. Here. we ust: the notations;= (k,. I,,. 0). 
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Analogously, .f;~1 , J?i and f;j defined similar to J;~1 but using the second up to fourth 
condition of definition 1 instead of the first are Borel measurable. Consequently, 
4 
l{si is free}= IT IT/;~i(si, ... ,sn) 
Nim=l 
is Borel measurable, and so is the sum of these functions over i. A similar argument 
implies that n, is measurable with respect to F 0 
Next, define two neighborhood relations on S. 
DEFINITION 2. Let 6 > 0. The relation '""'r on S is defined by 
x ""r y B llkx - kvll::::; max{lx, ly} /2 and I !Ox - 01.I - n/2 I> 0 
for any pair of marked points x = (k,, !,, O.J and y = (ky, 1 ... , 13,.). 
The relation "",. is symmetric, and reflexive if .5 < n/2. 
DEFINITION 3. The influence zone Z(s) of' a marked point s = (k, I, 0) E S is given by 
Z(s) = b(k +~!(cos 13, sin 8), ~ 1) u b (k -~!(cos A, sin O),~ 1), 
the union of balls with radius 1/4 around the endpoints. The relation ""o on S is 
defined by x '""'o y -R llkx - k,.J] > ~ max{ Ix, !I'} and either exactly one endpoint 
kx ± ~ /_,(cosO,, sin Ox) of' x. is <; member. of Z(y) or exactly one endpoint 
k;· ± !Iy(cos0.1., sin Oy) ofy is a member c~f Z(x). Here x = (k,, I,, OJ and y = (ky. fr, 
0,) are elements of S. 
For a given COl!figuration s, write nr(s) for the number 1Jf unordered r-.o,. ncighbor pairs 
ins; similarly 110 (s) denotes the number of '""'o neighbor pairs {x,y} in s ll'ith the extra 
property that 
min{]O, - Oy],n- ]Ox - l)r]} > r 
for some threshold value T > 0. 
Note that ""o is symmetric but not reflexive. 
LEMMA 2. The mappings n,. and n0 assigning to a configurations E Q the number of its 
rv,. neighbor pairs, respectively the number of' its rvo neighbor pairs sati.l'/.)'ing (*)are 
measurable with respect to :F. 
PROOF. The counting of marked point pairs satisfying the conditions mentioned 
above is a symmetric operation. Regarding n,., for each (x, y), I {x ""',. y} is a 
Borel measurable function on S2, from which observation the result follows as 
in the proof of lemma I. A similar, slightly more involved, argument applies to 
~) vvs. 200) 
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Fig l. Genmelricul representation of interactions hetween segments. 
In figure I we give a geometrical representation of some interaction~ between 
~cgmcnts. Note that .1 1 "', s2 • . 1 1 ""', .1·1 and .1· 2 "-, s,; the segments s-1 and s5 arc free. s2 
,md .1 1 are singly connected and s 1 is doubly connected. When ,) is small. s 1 ~1 .1·2 
v.hercas .1 1 -.., .14 . Furthermore . .1 1 "',, s, as well as s-1 ..._" s,. but. for small T. the pair 
: '-1· s,: contributes to 11" whereas {s 1• s:i} does not. 
We are now ready to give a definition of the Candy model by specifying its density 
I' with respect top. Lets= (.1 1 ••••• s11 J. i = L. ... n = 11(s). be a configuration of line 
segments. Then 
{ "" · [/ I ] } p(S) = "J./)fliS: rr. exp S, - Ina\ 
f c-1 /ma\ 
(I) 
"here ;· 1• ;·> :·_,. ;·4 E (OJ J and /1>0 arc the model parameters. and x = p( 0) > 0 is the 
!h)rmalizing rnnstant. Sro1cA et al. (2000) recommend ·; 1 < :·c- Thus. the model 
Jisct)urages free and singly connected segments. as well as sharp crossings and dis-
agreements in orientation of close segments. In theorem I of section 2.2. we show 
that the model is well-defined. 
2.2 Stahility 
The existence of any point process specified in terms of an unnormalized. measurable 
density p with respect to a Poisson point process is ensured by Ruelle's stability 
condititm (Rt'ELLE. 1969. Chapter 3. and GATES and WESTCOTT. 1986). This 
condition requires the energy £(s) = - log (p(s)p(0)) to be bounded from below by a 
linear term in the number of marked points in s. i.e. E(s) ~ -cn(s) for some c > 0. in 
which case the density (or the corresponding energy) is called stahle. For ~.he Candy 
model (I). 
\ \'S_ ~1tt1_; 
111.SI /. - I 
£( ·1 - (. ·11 fJ '\"" ,,, max s - -n s ogp - L 
. ~ i=l Ima\ 
- flt (s) log i'1 - llc(s) log :·2 - llr(s) log;·, - no(s) log;·4 
~ -n(s)log/). 
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If ff> I, E(s) is stable with c = log {3; otherwise E(s):;::; 0;;:: -cn(s) for any c > 0. 
THEOREM I. The unnormali::.ed Canc(r density (1) is (Q, :F)-measurable and 
intevahle, hence .1pecifies a ivell-de.fined 1narked point process. 
PROOF: Measurability follows from lemmata 1-2, integrability is implied by the 
Ruelle condition. Indeed write X for the line segment process with density p. Then 
El' f!_:_ ,:;; ,L-1-(max{f3, l}tv(K)" = exp[max{/i- l.O}v(K)] < oo. D [ ( .\')] x e-"(K) p(0) n=O n. 
A stronger stability condition is that of local stability, which requires the ratio 
p(s u {17} )/p(s) to be uniformly bounded from above, both in s E 0 and S 3 17 $ s, 
whenever p(s) > 0. 
LEMMA 3. The Candy model (1) is locally stable. 
PROOF: Let s E 0, and 17 = (k,/,0) E S. Since p(s) > 0, the ratio p(s U { 1J j)/p(s) is 
well-defined. Clearly, the addition of 17 results in an extra term {J exp { (/ - lmax)/ 
lmax},:;; ff regardless of the position of rJ with respect to s. The effect on the other four 
terms does depend on the type of connections introduced by IJ, which we investigate 
separately below. 
First consider n1 (s U {17}) - n1 (s). If 17 is not connected to any segment ins, the 
difference in free segments is I. If 17 is singly connected, say through its endpoint e, by 
the addition of 17 to s the number of free segments decreases by the number of 
segments connected to e that were free in s; since at most 6 segment endpoints 
separated by at least a distance r,. can be placed in a ball of radius r, centered ate, in 
this case n1 (s U {17}) - n1 (s) :;::; -6. Analogously, for doubly connected segments 17, 
111 (s U {17}) - 111 (s) ;;::-12. 
Next, turn to n,.(s U {17}) - nc(s). If IJ is free, the number of singly connected 
segments does not change. If 17 is singly connected through its endpoint e, since the 
status of segments not connected to 17 is not affected, we have to examine segments 
connected to e. Now, segments that were free with respect to s might get singly 
connected in s U { 17}; if both endpoints of a segment were connected in s, so are they 
ins U { 17}. Segments for which an endpoint connected toe was also connected ins and 
the other endpoint was free ins remain singly or become doubly connected in the new 
configurations U { 17}. On the other hand, a segment that was singly connected ins but 
whose s-free endpoint is connected toe becomes doubly connected after the addition 
of 17. Hence nc(s U {17}) - nc(s) increases by 1 at least, and decreases by the number of 
segments that were singly connected ins with the free endpoint connected to e. Since 
there could be at most 6 segments of the latter type, nAs u { IJ}) - n,.(s):;::; -5. In the 
case where YJ is doubly connected, again we may restrict ourselves to considering the 
status of segments connected to 17. As before, nc(s U { rJ}) - nc(s) decreases by at most 
ID VVS. 2003 
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th.: number of segments that were singly connected m s \Vith the free endpoint 
connected w 11. a nurnber that is hounded b) 1::::. 
Finally. note that 11,(s U :11:) ~ n,.(s) and 11,,(s :11:l?n .. (s). If we collect all the 
terms examined ahon:. we obtain 
::::.3 .\itlrkor properties 
A marked point process is said to be r R1j1/cy-Kelfr1 Markor (RIPLEY and KELLY. 
!977) with respect to some symmetric relation"" on S if its density is hereditary (that 
is p(s) > 0 implies p(s') > 0 for all s' ~ s). and if for all s such that p(s) > 0. and all 
11 ~ s. the ratio p(s U :11l) p(s) depends only on 11 and those s Es satisCying s,...., 17. ln 
physical terms. the energy required to add 11 to s depends only on 11 and its ....,_ 
m:1g:hbors ins. Equivalently. p is a Markov density if it can be written as a product of 
inter01ctions associated with cliques: configurations in which each pair of elements 
-.-lmsists of neighbL)fS. By convention. the empty set and singletons are cliques as well. 
See the monograph ( LIESHOUT. 2000) for further details. 
PROPOS!TIO!'< I. Fur ;· E (0. I], the Candy model ll'ith prohahility density 
p(s l ).. s E Q. 
1rith respect to JI is Alarkor H'ith re.1pect to the relation"-, .. 
PROOF: The density 1s strictly positive. hence hereditary. Furthermore. for 
r/ $ s E Q, 
p(S U {17}) = .,n, ,s._{11}1-11,lsl _ .,ni{,,cs:s~,11}1 
p{S) - I 
depends only on the number of ---,-neighbors of 11 ins. 0 
PROPOS!TION 2. For ·,- E (0,1 ]. the Candr model with prohahility dcnsily 
p(s I x /" 1". s E Q. 
with respect to p is Jfarkor 1rith respect lO the relation ~,,. 
PROOF: The density is strictly positive. hence hereditary. Furthermore. for 11 = (k,1• 
1,1, 0,1) $ s E n. 
p\sU {11}) _ .,n,, 1s•.{1!}1-11 .. 1s1 _ .,ni{s•~1k,.l,.1t,1cs:s··,.1i:min{jtl, 1 -il,j,rr-ill,1 ·-il,j}>r}J 
p(S) - I - I 
depends only on 11 and its ....,,,-neighbors in s. 0 
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B(\th the modd of proposition I and that of proposition 2 exhibit pairwise 
mh:r,Kth'll~ . th.it is. factorize according to 
fl>S.i IT S;) 
hen: .. is either ~, M ""•·and <i~ is a symmetric. measurable interaction function. It 
:a!..es ihe L'l\fislan! \;llue ;·for the Candy model of proposition I: for the model in 
ni,: statistks 111 and n, call for a configuration dependent Markov prop-
ert: IB.\DDEl.n and Mou.ER. 1989), since in order to decide whether a given seg-
ment is free. singly. or doubly connected, one needs to examine the segments 
n)nmx:tcd tn it. and the segments connected to these. as well. The two-step iterated 
ne1ghbor~ re!atilrn. also studied in (HAYAT and GUBNER. 1996. and GRABARNIK and 
s:\RH '\. 21~ll l. is defined as follows. Based on the relation rv, ons (definition l ). set 
fM '· r E sands E Q. A point process with density p is said to be nearest-neighhor 
.\!ilrk111 (8\DDELFY and l\fou.ER, 1989) with respect to ,..,c in the sense of Baddeley 
and Mnlkr if /1 is hereditary. and if for any configurations such that p(s) > O. and all 
~. s. the ratio p(s U : 11:) p(s) depends only on 17. its two-step iterated neighbors in 
s .• : 11:. and the relations ,....,::: and < , l restricted to this neighborhood. 
. s~.1~ ~ 
T!IEORBI 2. For ;· 1, ;·~ E (0,I], the Candy model with probability density 
P\·s·,·, n,:s: n (s: 
_\. : .. !. :·~· s E Q, 
1111/; re,pc<'l ro fi is llro-step iterated neighbors Aforkor ll'ith re.1pect to the relation~. 
,in 5;. 
PRnot: B~ the prnof Llf lemma 3. 
dep.:nd~ only ''n the status of 11 and that of the segments connected to it. To decide 
the stalu~ of 11. knowledge of its -v,-neighbors suffices: to assess the connection type 
c1f thc·~e ncighhL1 rs. their neighhors have to be taken into account. The same is true 
ft'I' 
_i/ ; ,, 
t\1 Jb;.'qUL'n!I~. Pisa two-step iterated neighbors Markov point process with respect 
lt1 the -.'<innl'.:tiLin relation -.., . o 
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As a consequence of propositions 1-2 and theorem 2. we have the following 
result. 
CoROLLAR Y l. The Candr model is Ripley-Kelly Mark or al fixed range 2Umax + r,.) 
regardless o( the marks. i.e. with re.\JH'Ct to the relation rv defined hy 
x rv _v {:?II k.r - k.,. 11 ~2Umax +re). 
3 Metropolis-Hastings algorithms 
3.1 Rerielt' 
The Candy model ( 1) is too complicated to sample from directly. Rather, we apply 
Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques (GILKS et al.. 1996. GEYER, 1999. and 
M0LLER. 1999) to construct a Markov chain that has the Candy model as its 
equilibrium distribution n, i.e. 
n(F) = .lp(s)dfl(s) (2) 
for all F E F: as before, fl denotes the distribution of the reference Poisson process. 
An ex.ample of such a Markov chain is the Metropolis-Hastings sampler, originally 
introduced in statistical physics (METROPOLIS et al.. 1953. and BARKER. 1965). It is a 
flexible proposal-acceptance technique (HASTINGS, 1970, and PESKUN, 1973) that is 
well adapted to point processes (OGATA and TANEMURA. 1981, GEYER and M0LLER, 
1994, and GREEN. 1995). In that context, transitions must at least include births and 
deaths in order to jump between configurations containing different numbers of 
segments. The generic choice is as follows. Suppose a birth is proposed with prob-
ability p", and a death with the complementary probability Pc1 = 1 - Ph· In the case 
of a birth, a new segment is sampled uniformly, so that the birth proposal density 
can be written as 
1 
b(s,17)=-(-)' sEQ, 17ES. 
,, K (3) 
with respect to the product du(17) = (dv(k)dldll)/(n Unrnx-lmin)) of Lebesgue measure 
on Kand uniform distributions on [1111 ; 11 • lmaxJ and [O, rr). It should be noted that (3) 
does not depend on the current configuration s. The probability mass function of 
death proposals for points 17 E s is given by 
I 
d(s, 17) = -(-) 
11 s 
(4) 
for s # (/J, i.e. each point 17 has the same probability of being removed. In the case 
s = 0. the new state is empty too. 
A transition from s to s' is subsequently accepted with probability :x(s,s'). The 
detailed balance equations require that, under the target equilibrium density p, the 
addition of 11 E S to s E Q is matched by a death of 11 from s U {17}, that is, 
vvs. ~003 
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p,,h:S.1/ll(S.S {1/})p(SJ =p.id(sU {1/}.11)x(sU{11}.sJp(sU {11}). (5) 
A solutinn is 
:X!S.S 
.. . f ,Odd ( s U{q} . 17) p\ s U { 11} ) } { 11 l i =mm 1 l. . 
' l Pnb\ s. 1/)p( s l 
(6) 
with x(s :11:.si gi\en by substitution of (6) into (5). By the results in (GEYER and 
l\.foLUR. 199.f. Section .f). the algorithm converges in total variation to TI for 
n:-almost all initial configurations provided P1> E (0. I). The theorem applies equally 
tu any pair of stridly positive proposal distributions. not necessarily equal to (3 )-(4). 
3.2 Tailor-made updates 
3.2.1 Connection-dependent transitions 
STOIC\ et al. (2000) (see also STOICA. 2001) used the following updates: 
• birth and death of a free segment: 
• birth and death of a singly connected segment with a single "',-neighbor: 
• birth and death of a singly connected segment with at least two ~, -neighbors: 
• birth and death of a doubly rnnnected segment. 
Clearly. such moves are tailored to obtain connected configurations. but the subsets 
of S to which new segments of a given type must belong are quite complicated. Thus, 
STOICA et al. (2000) and STOICA (2001) felt forced to use approximations (both of the 
proposal density and the acceptance ratio) that jeopardize the convergence of the 
Markov chain to the correct target distribution. 
A more tractable alternative is to design a probability density that tends to propose 
segments near to and aligned with the current network. The idea is that preference 
should be given to positions that ·fif the current configuration. More specifically. a new 
segment might be positioned in such a way that it extends the current configuration. 
Let us consider an endpoint e of a segment 11, cf. figure 2. To sample a segment 
connected to e. we begin by choosing an orientation II, say according to a probability 
density f with respect to the uniform distribution on [O. n:). Let H(e. 11) be the half-
open half plane ate orthogonal to 11 that does not contain 11. Now. since the center of 
the new segment must be an element of the set Kn f!(I!, 1/). the segment length 
cannot exceed twice the distance 1,.,,,(0) of c to A." along the line through c with 
orientation {I restricted to the half plane H(c, 11). Consequently. conditional on Ii. we 
assume the length law to possess a density g('c. 17. 0) with respect to the uniform 
distribution on [/01; 11 • lmaxl that is concentrated on Umin· mini 2/,.. 11 ( II). imax }]. The 
update is completed by generating a midpoint k. uniformly or otherwise. on /\f(c. 11. 
U. /) = h(l' ±/(cos II. sin 0);2. 1-,.) n K. the sign chosen so as to belong to H(e.11 ). We 
will denote the probability density with respect to v by /z(/.;ic. 11. 0. [). Clearly. the 
birth is possible only if the interval [/min· min{2/01(11). lmaxll and the set M(e. q. 0. /) 
both have strictly positive Lebesgue measure. In that case. the proposal density at 
endpoint c of segment 11 is given by 
V\"S. ~OOJ 
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rV!ic,f].9,11 
Fig. 2. How to extend the network. 
b(e. 17, (k. !, 0)) = h(kle, 17. O. l)r;(lle.17, fJ)f(O) (7) 
where IJ E [0. rr). I E Umin· min{'.U,,_,/0), lmaxll and k E M(e, I/, f), !)~otherwise b(e, 17, 
(k, l. 0)) = 0. In summary. provided A(s) * 0 for s E Q, the proposal density for 
prolonging the segment configuration s is given by the average 
I 
bp(s. (k,1. 0)) = n(A(s)) L b(e, 17, (k, l, 0)) 
k.1/)EA(s) 
(8) 
of (7) over A(s), the set of endpoint-segment pairs (e, 17), 11 E s, allowing addition of a 
new segment to e. If 11(A(s)) = 0, a uniformly distributed birth is proposed as in (3). 
Examples of (7) include uniform updates 
f(O) = I: 
_ (/max - lmin)l {! E [/min.min{2/,,,,1(0), lmax}J}. ~J(lie. 17. II) 
- min{21",1(0), lrnax} - lmin . 
h(kle,11.0J) = l{k E M(e.17,ll.I)}. 
l'(M(e,11.IU) nK) 
(9) 
again assuming non-zero denominators. Alternatively, the orientation could be 
centered around that of 17. for example by means of a Beta distribution, to favor a 
better alignment. 
In the simulations of section 5 we connect only to segment endpoints e E YJ further 
than ~ lmax +re away from K'; the current connections to e may be taken into 
account as well. as illustrated in figure 3. With this convention, for any 0, g(-re, 17, 0) 
may be positive on the maximal interval [/111 in· lmaxl and the putative midpoint is 
sampled on a full ball of area nr;. 
Back bends, although penalized by the model for most values of /14 and T (see ( l )), 
may be formalized by sampling a new center in the subset M(e, 17, O, !) of H(e, 1/)' for 
given I and 0. as indicated in figure 2. Note that the two directed distances to the 
boundary of K along a line through e with orientation Ii may well be different, 
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Fig. 3. Extremities marked by triangles are connected and further than~ lmax + r,. to the boundary. those 
labeled by a black disk are closer than ! '"'"' + r,. to the boundary of K. 
leading to conditional length distributions that are concentrated on different 
supports. In practice, we restrict ourselves to extremities that are far away from the 
boundary, hence both distributions are concentrated on the full support Umin• lmaxl· 
Thus, a mixture proposal distribution for prolongation and back bends could take 
the following form. Choose an orientation e according to a probability density/ with 
respect to the uniform distribution on [O, n). Conditionally given 0, the length is 
sampled according to a density g(·le, IJ, 0) with respect to the uniform distribution on 
Umin· lmaxJ. Finally, with probability PM a midpoint is sampled on M(e, IJ, 0, [), say 
uniformly; with the complementary probability Pi:!= 1 - PM· a center is generated 
on M(e, I], e, I) (see figure 2). 
3.2.2 Modif)'ing the segment characteristics 
To improve the mixing of the Markov chain, apart from adapting the birth proposal 
density to the target density, a common strategy is to include transition types other 
than births and deaths. Thus, in (STOICA et al., 2000, and STOICA, 2001 ), the 
following updates are considered: 
• changing the orientation of a singly connected segment; 
• changing the length of a singly connected segment; 
• changing the position of a singly connected segment with a single "'c-neighbor; 
• changing the position of a singly connected segment with at least two "',-
neighbors. 
The classification according to connection types has the same drawback as for the 
birth and death moves of section 3.2.1. Here we present some alternatives that are 
easier to implement. 
In the set-up described in (OGATA and TANEMURA, 1981, and GEYER and M0LLER. 
1994), transitions from s :t. 0 to s' = (s\{IJ}) U {0 for IJ Es and ( E Sare governed 
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by the proposal kernel c(s, 17, O and acceptance probabilities o:(s, (s \ { 11}) U { (}). 
Thus, for each choice of s E Q and Y/ E s, c(s, 17, ·) is a probability density (with 
respect to the intensity measure of the reference Poisson process lawµ) governing the 
change of 11 E s, and the proposal to replace 11 by ( is accepted with probability 
o:(s,(s \ {ry}) U { 0 ). If a member 11 of configurations is selected for modification with 
probability q(s,17), the detailed balance equations require that p(s)q(s, 11)c(s, 11, ()o:(s, 
(s \ {17}) U {(}) = p((s \ {11}) U {(})q((s \ {11}) u {(}, ()c((s \ {17}) U {(}, C ry)o:((s \ 
{11}) U {0. s) whenever p(s), p((s \ {11}) U {(})>O. We assume the selection proba-
bilities are strictly positive, and impose the condition that c(s, 1J, ()> 0 if and only if 
c((s \ {11}) U { (}, C 11) > 0. In other words, if 17 E s may be changed into(, the reverse 
update is also possible. Then, 
o: ( s, ( s \ { ,, } ) u { n) 
:= min { l f( (s \ { 11}) U { 0 )q( (s \ { IJ}) U { (}, ()c( (s \ { 17}) U { 0, (, 11)} ( l O) 
p(s)q(s,17)c(s,ry,() 
is well-defined and solves the detailed balance equations. 
Within the general context described above, there are many valid choices for 
the proposal kernel. To implement uniformly distributed joint 'local' changes, 
let C(11) = Ck(k,1) x C,,,(l,1, 8,1) s;;;; K x CUmin· lmaxl x [O, n:)) be a neighborhood of the 
segment 11 = (k,1, 1,1, 8,1) such that v( Ck(k,1)) and v( C111(11,, 8,1)) are both strictly 
positive, and set 
c(s, 11· (k,!, 0)) = I {k E Ck(k,,)} Umax - lmin)nl { (!, 0) E C,,,(l,,, o,,)}. 
v(Ck(k,1)) v(C,,,(1,1, 8,1)) 
In order to ensure reversibility, we have to require that ( E C(17) whenever 17 E C(O. 
Typically, C(17) will be relatively small and centered at 17. If C(17) = S, the local 
character is lost, and a new segment is proposed uniformly over the whole space. The 
latter has the potential advantage of moving faster through the state space, the 
former of fine tuning likely configurations without destroying the overall appearance 
of the network. If C111 is of Cartesian product form, and the proposal density fac-
torizes with respect to its position, length and orientation component, the modifi-
cation may be implemented sequentially. 
Change transitions are also useful for performing a death followed by a birth in 
one step, especially if the acceptance probability for the death is low. Thus, as in 
section 3, let b(", ·) and d(·, ·) be strictly positive, and set 
q(s, 17) = d(s, 17); c(s,11v(J =b(s\{17},() ( 1 1) 
for the proposal to move from s E Q to (s \ ( 1J}) U { (} for some 11 E s. ( E S. 
A second type of update is to change a single segment component, say the 
orientation. Thus, for each 17 = (k.,1, ·f,1, 0,1) E s E Q, we define a probability density 
c11(s, 17, ") with respect to the uniform distribution on [O, n:). Given a neighborhood 
C11(fJ,1) s;;;; [O, n:) of 0,1 with positive length, one might set 
r.0 VVS. ~OOJ 
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n:l{8 E C11(8,,)} 
co(s,t7,8) = Jength(C11(8,,)) · ( 12) 
If C0(tJ,,) = [O. n:), the new orientation is sampled uniformly over its full range; more 
commonly, a value in some small neighborhood of the current one is proposed. 
Again. we denote the probability that IJ E s is selected for modification by q(s, 11), 
and assume positivity. Then. the detailed balance equations read 
p(s)q(s, 11)co(s.11,8)a(s, (s\ { 1J}) u { (klJ, I,,, 8)}) 
= p( (s\ { IJ}) u {(k,,, 1,,, 8)})q( (s\ { IJ}) u { (k,,, 1,,, e)}, (k,,, 1,1' 8)) 
x c11 ( (s\ { 1J}) U { (k11 , t ,,, 8)}, (k,,, I,,, 8), e,, )a( (s\ { 1J}) U { (k11 , t,,, 8)}, s) 
whenever p(s), p((s\ {17}) U {(k,,, 1,1, 8)}) are positive. We assume that c0(s, 11, Be)> 0 if 
and only if c11((s\ {l'/}) U {0,(,8,1) > 0 whenever IJ and (differ only in their orientation 
component. Then, 
:x(s,(s\{11})U{0) 
·= min{ l p((s\ {11}) U { 0 )q((s\ {IJ}) U {(},()co((s\ {11}) U { 0, (, 8,1)} (1 3) 
· ' p(s)q(s,11)co(s,11,8d 
is well-defined and solves the detailed balance equations. 
Similarly, one may define a proposal density ck(s, l'J, ·)with respect to v on K for 
modifying the position of a segment, or c1(s, IJ, ·) with respect to the uniform 
distribution on Umin• lmaxl for the length. 
3.3 Convergence 
In this section, we investigate the limit behavior of the Metropolis-Hastings 
algorithm with transitions as described in sections 3.1 and 3.2. As in (2), write n for 
the law of the Candy model and denote the product measure on S by (J. The 
transition kernel is 
P(0,F) =pb ls b(0,ry)a(0,{11})lp({11})d(J(11) 
+ lp(0)[1-pb 1 b(0,11)a(0,{11})d(J(11)] ( 14) 
for s = 0. F E :F, and P(s, F) equals 
Pb ls b(s, 11)a(s, s' := s U { 11}) lp(s')d(J(YJ) +Pd L d(s,s; )a(s, s' := s\ {s;}) lp(s') 
s,Es 
+Pc~ q(s,s;) ls c(s,s;, 11)a(s, s' := (s\ {s;}) U { 11}) lp(s')d(J(17) 
1ir dO +Po L q(s, s;) c11(s,s;, 8)a(s,s' := (s\ {s;}) U { (ksp Is,, 8)}) lp(s')-
s;Es 0 1C 
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+Pk Lq(s,s;) r ck(S,S;,k)a(s,s' := (s\{s;}) u {(k. lspes,)} )IF(s')dv(k) 
s;ES JK 
+ IF(s) [I - Pb l b(s, 11)a(s,s U { 11} )d0"('7) - Pd~ d(s.s; )c.c(s, s\ {s;}) 
- Pc Lq(s,s;) 1 c(s,s;,l])ix(s, (s\{s;}) U {~1})da(17) 
S;ES S 
- Pe L q(s, s;) co(s,s;, O)rx(s, (s\ {s;}) U { (ks,, ls,, 8)} )-1rr dO 
s;Es 0 TC 
-PkLq(s,si) f ck(s,s;,k)a(s,(s\{s;})u{(k.ts;•es,)})dv(k)l (15) 
s;ES JK 
otherwise. Here, p"' Pu and Pk are the probabilities of performing a change update. a 
modification of orientation and position respectively. The densities associated with 
the various transition proposals and the acceptance probabilities are as described in 
sections 3.1 and 3.2. 
Let L(s, F) be the probability that the Markov chain started at s E Q ever hits the 
set F E :F. The chain is said to be Harris recurrent (MEYN and TWEEDIE, 1993, 
Chapter 9, and GEYER, 1999) if L(s, F) = l for alls E Q and all FE Fwith it(F) > 0. 
In words, all n-positive sets Fare almost surely reached eventually from every initial 
state. Moreover, such sets will be visited infinitely often (M11SLLER, 1999). The weaker 
condition of n-irreducibility requires only L(s, F) > 0 for alls E Q and all n-positive 
F, or equivalently P"(s, F) > 0 for some n E No. 
An even stronger property than Harris recurrence is geometric ergodicity. that is 
geometric convergence in total variation: 
llP"(s, ·) - nlln- ::;;;c(s)yn 
for some constant /' < I and some n-integrable, non-negative function c. This 
property is important in establishing a central limit theorem for the sample path 
average of certain n-integrable functions (MEYN and TWEEDIE, 1993, Chapter 17, 
GEYER, 1999, and M!ZILLER, 1999). Geometric ergodicity can be proved by means of 
the so-called geometric drift condition (MEYN and TWEEDIE, 1993, Theorem 15.0.1 ). 
In order to state this condition, we need the concept of a small set. A set C E :Fis 
small if n( C) > O and there exists a probability measure <p on F. a constant € > 0, and 
an integer n E N0 such that 
P" (s, F) ";:. €cp(F) 
for alls E C and all F E F. Now, the geometric drift condition entails the existence of a 
function V: Q -7 [ l, oo ), constants a< I and b < oo, and a small set C E :F such that 
k V(s1)P(s,ds1 ) :::;;aV(s) + bl{s EC} 
for alls E Q. 
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For further details on Markov chains on general state spaces, see e.g. the textbook 
by MEYN and TWEEDIE (1993). 
THEOREM 3. Let the functions b. d, c, ck, c0 and rx be as described in sections 3 .1--3.2.2, 
and in partirnlar suppose that the birth proposal density and the death proposal 
probabilities are strictly positive. Assume that 
Un= sup d(sU {11}.11)-+ 0 
>/ES.sES,, b( S, I/) 
as n ~ 00 , and that Ph +Pd+ p, +Pk+ Po= 1 lt'ith Ph, Pd E (0, 1) and Pc• Jh, Po E [O, 1 ). 
Then the A1 etropolis--Hastings sampler for the Candy model ( 1) defined by (I 4) 15) 
is geometrically ergodic. 
The proof is an adaptation to the Candy model of the proof of (GEYER, 1999, 
Proposition 3.3). 
PROOF: By lemma 3. the Candy model is locally stable. Let A> 0 be an upper bound 
to the likelihood ratio. and set V(s) = A"(s) for some A> 1. 
The acceptance probability ( 6) for adding I'/ Ej: s to s is 
. {l p"d(su{11},17)p(su{11})} pd)· 
mm . b( ) ( ) :%'.; - X Un(sl, Pb s, 17 P s Ph . 
which. as Un(sl tends to 0, does not exceed a prefixed constant f > 0 if n(s) is suffi-
ciently large. Similarly, the acceptance probability for removing I'/ Ej: s from s u 11 
equals 
. {i. p,,b(s,17)p(s) } . {l · f[ h(s,17) ] Ph} mm , ~ mm , m x -pc1d(sU{17},17)p(su{17}) d(su{17},17) Pd). 
which reduces to I since the assumptions of the theorem imply 
. f b(s,17) 
Ill -? x 
11ES.sES,, d ( S U {I]}, I/) 
as n(s) tends to infinity. 
For the Metropolis-Hastings transition kernel (15), 
l V(s' )P(s, ds') = PhA 111 ' 1 i b(s, 17) (A - I )x(s. s U {17} )d0'(17) 
+pc1A 11151 Ld(s,17)(A- 1 - l)rx(s,s\{17}) +An(sl. (17) 
I/ES 
For line segment configurations s of sufficiently large cardinality, say n(s) > N,. 
:x(s, s \ [ 17}) = I and :x(s. s U { 11}) :%'.; E, hence. recalling A> I, ( 17) is less than or 
equal to 
c· n·s. 200J 
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Since we have not yet specified E, and the multiplier of V(s) in the right hand side 
converges to 1 +ptt(A- 1-1) = P1>+Pc+pk+po+p,t/A < 1 as E tends to zero, we can 
pick c such that fn V(s')P(s, ds') ~a V(s) for some a< I. 
Now, the set C = {s E Q: n(s) ~ N,} is small. Indeed, the acceptance probability of 
a down step exceeds Ll: = min{Ph/(u,,pc1/,): n~Nf}. Without loss of generality, Ll is 
strictly less than 1. Moreover, P((/J, S0 ) ~ Pc1· Hence, 
pN, (s, So) ~pn(s) (s, So)PN,-n(s) (0, So)~ (pdLlt' 
for any configuration s consisting of at most N, segments. Hence, C is small with 
scalar multiplier (pttfit· to the Dirac measure on 0. 
We have seen that (16) is satisfied for s Ej: C. For s E C, the geometric drift 
condition holds if we take b = AN,+ 1• D 
Since self-transitions occur with positive probability, the Metropolis-Hastings 
chain is aperiodic, and the proof of theorem 3 implies the chain is Harris recurrent 
(GEYER, 1999). 




as n ~ oo. In the simulation study described below in section 5, we use a uniform 
death kernel ( 4) and the mixture 
1 
b(s,17) =p1h-(-+P2hbp(S,I)) (18) 
v K) 
with bp(·, ·)given by (8) to govern births. Here p 11i = 1 - p2h E [O, I]. If Pih= 0, when 
choosing uniform updates (9), it is readily verified that u11 ~ 0 still. However, if 
another density is preferred in constructing the updates, for example a Beta distri-
bution, then u11 ~ oo might diverge. To avoid this problem we shall always take Pih 
strictly positive. Then, by arguments similar to the ones above for Pih = l, 1111 tends 
to zero if n increases to infinity. Hence, our choice of the mixture ( 18) is justified both 
by theoretical reasoning and by the fact that it improves the convergence properties 
of our Markov chain (cf. section 5). 
3.4 Disrnssion 
In the preceding sections we discussed a range of updates that may be used as 
ingredients for a Metropolis-Hastings sampler. Although we tried to be rather 
general, yet other types of moves can be envisaged. For instance, it is possible to 
merge two close segments into one, or reversely to split a large one in two 
(GRENANDER and MILLER, 1994, RuE and HUSBY, 1998, RuE and SYVERSVEEN, 1998, 
or RuE and HURN, 1999). However, one would have to be careful in order to 
guarantee that the length of the new segment is in the interval Umin• lmaxl It would 
also be possible to update several segments at the same time. 
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It 1' 1mplirlant to stress that a uniformly optimal sampler does not exist. For i'; = 1 
for 1 "'' I. .. 4. the Cand) ffitldcl reduces to a Poisson line segment process. and 
,1mpll' uniform birth and death proposals will suffice. For stronger interaction. more 
\\eight .,ht,uld be gi\en to updates that result in more likely patterns. In practice. in 
nrda l\i huild a sampler that comergcmces in a reasonable time. some experimen-
lat11,n 1, m:eded to find a halarn.:e between the \·arious moves that accomplishes these 
(lhJl'Cltn:~. 
Final!). nLitt· that in order to assess whether the algorithm has converged, 
d1agnl)>t11.: te,ts based on the sufficient statistics of the model are widely used, see e.g. 
1Sr01c\. 200! 1. However. such tests only serve to falsify, that is. to indicate 
~'llfl\crgence is not yet reached. Theoretically, since the Candy model is locally stable 
(cf lemma 3). coupling into and from the past (PROPP and WILSON. 1996, and 
KE).;DALL and ~fot.LER, ~000) can be used to obtain exact samples from (I). but due 
to the lack of monotonicity, it seems to be rather cumbersome in practice, especially 
in case of stmng interaction between the segments. 
4 :\taximum likelihood estimation 
The Candy model (I) is a five-parameter exponential family 
p,;(s) = :x(//)h(s)exp[t(slrlogll] 
with normalizing constant :x(l.I). h(s) = JT~'i exp['·,-'"'"), cano1.1ical sufficient statistic 
T l m.n 
t(·) = (n(·). n11'1.11,('). n,(').11,,(·)) • and parameter vector 8 = (/J. ;· 1• i'~· ;·3• /.i)r. Upon 
observing a pattern s. consider the log likelihood ratio 
Po(s) :x(O) . r /101 =log--, =log-· - + t(sl (logO - log80 ) P11.,(s1 :x(Oo) 
with respect to some reference value 00 E (0, oo) x (0,1]4. For notational conveni-
t:nce. from now on we shall write w = log II component wise and express the log 
likelihood ratio as a function of w. It is well known (GEYER and THOMPSON. 1992, 
and Gn ER, 1999) that :X((l.)0 b(rn) = Ew,, exp [t(X{(rn - <.uo)]. Hence, the log likeli-
h1..,od ratio can be rewritten as follows 
I { w I = t( s{ \ <'J - u.>o l - log£, . ., exr(t(X )7 ( w - w0 )] ( 19) 
from which it is easy to derive the score equations V/(w) = t(s) - Ewt(,\) and Fisher 
information matrix -V'~/(cu) = Var'"t(.\). In summary. the maximum likelihood 
equations 
£,,t(Xl = t(s) (20) 
state that under u), the expected values of the sufficient statistics must be equal to the 
observed \alues. Now. since the covariance matrix oft(.\) is positive definite, ( 19) is 
conca\e in w. Therefore, provided the score equations have a solution cl.> in IR x IR~. 
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a unique maximum likelihood estimator exists and equals w. Otherwise, a maximum 
may be found on the boundary of the parameter space. 
To solve (20), GEYER and THOMPSON (1992), GEYER (1994) and GEYER (1999) 
suggested approximating the expectation in (19) by its Monte Carlo counterpart 
m 
l.':exp[t(X;)T(w - wo)]/m 
i=I 
based on a sample X1, . .. , Xm from p 0, 0 • If we write ro,,, for the Monte Carlo 
approximation to the true maximum likelihood estimator ro, under mild regularity 
conditions (GEYER, 1994, Theorem 7), this Monte Carlo maximum likelihood esti-
mator is consistent and satisfies the following central limit theorem 
Jiii(o),,, - w)-+. i"(O,J(c/j)- 1I:/(6J)- 1) 
where /(w) = Var.;,t(X) = -\72 /(w) denotes the Fisher information matrix at the 
maximum likelihood estimator, and I: is the asymptotic covariance matrix of the 
normalized Monte Carlo score Vfii'Vlm(oJ). Clearly, I(w) can be estimated by 
- \72 lm ( (iJm) · 
An estimator for L is given by 
{~2:;': 1 exp[t(X;{(lvm - wo)]} 2. 
where C,,, is the empirical covariance matrix of (t(s) - t(X))e1(XJ 7 (';,,,,-wnl based on a 
sample X1, ... , Xm from P"',,· 
Importance sampling ( 19) relies on a reference value ro0 that is not too far from the 
maximum likelihood estimator. One could use a grid of such values, with linear 
interpolation, or use a preliminary iteration. The Monte Carlo Newton-Raphson 
method (PENTIINEN, 1984) iteratively updates the parameters by 
Wk+I = Wk - \721,,,(wk)- 1\llm(wk) 
k = 1, 2, ... , where/,,,(·) denotes the Monte Carlo approximation to the Jog likelihood 
ratio (19) based on a sample of size m from Pw,: Since "ill(wk) = t(s) - E",J(X), 
another possibility is to set 
Wk+I = Wk + fk[t(s) - t(Xk)] 
for decreasing step sizes Fk > 0 and single realizations Xk from Pw,, a technique known 
as stochastic approximation (YouNES, 1988, and MOYEED and BADDELEY, 1991 ). As 
k tends to infinity, under regularity conditions, rok approaches the maximum like-
lihood estimator, but no central limit theorem appears to be known for either 
method, although recent hybrid stochastic approximation techniques seem promis-
ing (DELYON et al., 1999, and Gu and ZHU, 2001). Here we use the iterative gradient 
method, a variation on Newton-Raphson that guarantees convergence towards the 
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local optimum in the vicinity of the initial point o:>1 (CiARLET, 1994, Chapter 8, and 
PRESS et al., 1988, Chapter I 0), i.e. 
{ lm(Wk + p(wk)V'l111 (wk)) = max,.E~ lm(Wk + rV'lm(wk)) 
Wk+l = Wk + p(wk)V'lm(wk) (21) 
where p(rod is computed using a one-dimensional optimization of the log likelihood 
ratio. With occasional re-sampling to avoid numerical instability, the following al-
gorithm (DESCOMBES et al., 1999. and STOICA, 2001) was used. 
I. lnitiali=e ro 1 and k = I; 
2. Generate a sample of si=e m from Pw. and compute V' /111( rok); 
3. For every component i == {I, .. .,5} and gradient component D.;, compute the 
intenals 4 = [w~ - A.6;, w~ + ).L\] with scalar precision parameter ), > 0, and 
maximize the log likelihood ratio in every such interval by golden section search to 
obtain a new value Olk+ 1; 
4. {l llrok + 1-rokll > T1, then k = k + 1 and go to the step 2. T 1 is a .fixed threshold; 
5.//'llV'l111(Wk+i)-V'l111(rodll>T2, then k=k+l and go to the step 3, else stop the 
algorithm. T2 is a fixed threshold. 
5 Examples 
This section is devoted to a simulation study of the Candy model, a realization of 
which is shown in figure 4. The parameters are given in the figure, writing 
w1 == log /3, and 111 for the total number of points. We suppress the dependence of the 
sufficient statistics on the realization for brevity. Throughout, the point space K = [O, 
256] x [O, 256], and marks take values in [30, 40] x [O, rr). The connection radius is 
re= I/ Ji. The threshold values c5 and -rare 0.05 7t and 0.2 n: respectively. 
In our first experiment, we ran the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm defined by the 
kernel (15) with Pb= 0.6, Pd= 0.2, Pc== 0.1, p11 = 0.1 and Pk = 0.0 from an empty 
Model parameters 
Wt= 2.5 
Wf = -11.Q 
We= -5.5 
Wr = -2.5 
Wo = -2.5 
Sufficient statistics 
nt = 98 
n1 =7 
nc = 32 
nr = 11 
no= 12 
Fig. 4. Realization (left) of the Candy model with parnmeter values as listed in the center table. The 
observed values of the sufficient statistics are listed in the right hand table. 
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initial configuration for 2 x 107 iterations, sub sampling the sufficient statistics every 
103 steps. The birth proposal density b(s, 17) was a mixture of (3) and (8) with 
respective weights Pih = 0.2 and Pzb = 0.8; for the network extension, we used the 
uniform laws (9) and PM = p M = 0.5. For a configuration s the set A(s) was the 
Model parameters Sufficient statistics 
Wt= 2.5 nt = 114 
Wj = -11.Q n 1 =1 
We= -4.5 ne = 58 
Wr = -2.5 nr = 11 
W0 = -2.5 no= 7 
, .. , .. .. ... 
Model parameters Sufficient statistics 
Wt= 2.5 nt = 127 
Wj = -7.5 n 1 =68 
We= -5.5 ne = 20 
Wr = -2.5 nr = 15 
W0 = -2.5 no= 4 
, .. ... .. ... 
Model parameters Sufficient statistics 
Wt= 2.5 nt = 72 
Wj = -11.0 n 1 =1 
We= -5.5 ne = 24 
Wr = -6.5 nr = 0 
Wo = -6.5 no= 0 
"" "' 
.. ... 
Model parameters Sufficient statistics 
Wt= 4.Q nt = 137 
Wj = -12.5 n 1 =0 
We= -7.Q ne = 30 
Wr = -2.5 nr = 14 
W0 = -2.5 no= 23 
"" 
, .. .. ... 
Fig. 5. Realizations (left plot) of the Candy model for a runge of parameter values (center table) with 
observed values of the sufficient statistics (right hand table). 
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Initial state Final state 
fie = 28.48 fir = 7.84 
fi0 = 8.94 
fig. 6. Time series of the cumulative means of the sufficient statistics during a run of the Metropolis-
Hastings sampler described in the text. The initial state (a realization of a binomial process of 200 
segments) is shown in the top left plot, the final configuration in the top right figure. 
union of all the extremities of the segments which are not connected and which are 
further than ~ lmax +re to the boundary of K. 
The death proposal probabilities were as in (4). Regarding the change updates, in 
all cases q(s, s,-) = l/n(s), while c(s, s;, 11) = b(s \ {s;}, 11) and c0(s, s;, 0) was as in (12) 
with C0(8) = (0, re). 
Figure 5 gives an idea of how the topology of typical configurations depends upon 
the model parameters. It can be seen that the connectivity of the network can be 
controlled by the parameters w" and ffit; the curvature by ffi 0 , ffi,., and the density by w1• 
Our second experiment aimed to assess the performance of the Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm by investigating the effect of the initial configuration and the 
various move types on the convergence speed. Figures 6 and 7 show realizations 
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Initial state Final state 
iit = 96.39 ii1 = 3.67 
;F=-~-_· ------------; 
:___,f ~ 
.. ---- -- ------- ==~-] 
-T--n.--~ 
iic = 28.21 iir = 8.19 
··E=: < . ~----~--1 :: j 
" " • ..... ,,.. • "' ,. ... • .... .,!' 
ii0 = 8.93 
Fig. 7. Time series of the cumulative means of the sufficient st•ttistics during a run of the !\ktropo!is · 
Hastings sampler described in the text. The initial state is shown in the top left plot. the final 
configuration in the top right figure. 
of the reference Candy model (parameters as in figure 4) obtained by the sampler 
described above. but initialized respectively with a realization of a binomial 
process consisting of 200 line segments and a random network rather than an 
empty configuration. To obtain the random network. we ran the Metropolis-
Hastings sampler using change moves only. i.e. Pn =Pd= Pk = 0.0. p, = 0.5. 
Pu= 0.5 with q(s, si), c(s. si. 17) and c11(s. si. 17) as before and a realization of a 
binomial process of :wo points as the initial state. As for figure 4. we carried out 
2 x 10 7 iterations; the sufficient statistics were sub sampled every I 0.1 steps. The 
estimated means ii1 ••••• 110 of the sufficient statistics based on the three runs are 




ll: = 96.82 
iic = 29.01 
ll0 = 8.72 





-:l-... --~~ .. "··' 
fi1 = 4.02 
fir= 8.04 
h~ K fone series L•f the cumulati\'e means of the sufficient statistics during a run of the Metropolis 
llastmgs sampler with miw1re weights /l1> -- 0.45. p,1 = 0.15. p, = 0.3. Po= 0.1. The initial state is 
the empty ,,,nfiguration. the final configuration is plotted in the top figure. 
Next, we varied the mixture weights of the various moves. Figure 8 shows a 
realization and time series of the cumulative means for the weights Ph = 0.45, 
p,1 = 0.15. p, = 0.3, p0 = 0.1. In figure 9 the modified weights were Ph = 0.7, 
/ld = Cl.I. p, = Cl.I. and Po= 0.1. In both cases. Pk = 0.0. Pih = 0.2.p2" = 0.8, and 
PI! = P\1 = 0.5. 
The results indicate that neither the choice of initial state nor that of the mixture 
weights is crucial in the investigated range. However, p2h should not drop so far as to 
effectively exclude the tailored moves. as we show in figure 10, a simulation in which 
only uniform birth and death moves were used (i.e. Ph = 0. 75, Pd= 0.25 and 
Pih= l .O. P-:.h = 0.0 = p, =Pu= Pk). 
From the plots. it can be observed that after a large number of iterations a 
connected network emerges. but that the evolution of the sufficient statistics still 
indicates non-stationarity, in contrast to the previous examples. 
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J 
fie= 28.73 fir = 7.93 
J 
no= 9.03 
Fig. 9. Time series of the cumulative means of the sufficient statistics during a run of the Metropolis-
Hastings sampler with mixture weights P1> = 0.7, Pd= O. l. Pc= 0.1, po = O. l. The initial state is 
the empty configuration, the final configuration is plotted in the top figure. 
To illustrate parameter estimation (section 4), suppose the data consist of the 
segment pattern shown in figure 4. We implemented the procedure explained in 
section 4, and initialized the iterative gradient algorithm (21) with arbitrary initial 
values listed in the first column of table I. For the fixed thresholds ). = 10-3, 
T 1 = 3.0 and T2 = 10-6, we obtained the output shown in table I (second column). 
Taking these values as reference parameter, we computed the Monte Carlo log 
likelihood ratio based on a Metropolis-Hastings run of 2 x I 07 iterations, sub 
sampling the sufficient statistics every 103 steps. The weights of the various moves 
were the same as in the simulation of the reference model in figure 4. Cross 
sections of the Monte Carlo Jog likelihood ratio thus obtained are presented in 
figure 11. The maximum of l,,,(ro) is located at w111 , which vector is listed in the 
third column of table 1. The asymptotic standard deviation of the unknown 
maximum likelihood estimator io, and the Monte Carlo standard error (MCSE) are 
tabulated in table 2. 
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iic = 32.24 fir= 20.85 
::[-~---- j ... --------
"Y -UW ·~ ' ·~ ·~ ''" '" ~,u!' 
ii0 = 14.82 
Fig. 10. Time series of the cumulative means of the sufficient statistics during a run of the Metropolis-
Hastings sampler with mixture weights Ph = 0. 75, Pd= 0.25 and p1;, = 1.0. P21> = p, =Po= 0.0. 
The initial state is the empty configuration. the final configuration is plotted in the top figure. 
Table I. Estimating the parameters for the data of figure 4. 
Iterative method 
w; = 1.5 
w~ = -I l.00 
(!)~ = -5.5 
w;. = -3.5 
(I)~; = -3.5 
Table 2. Estimation errors. 
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Iterative method 
6;0 = '.> ?8 (lJ~=-::.:l0.11 
(;J~=-5.18 
l"D~~ = -2.22 
1i1?, = -2.00 
Monte Carlo MLE 
{,)~11 = 2.24 
til;' = - I0.08 
(;);~) = -5.09 
{0;:1 = -2.23 
(;):~1 = --·2.06 
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_,. 
... 
Wt E [1.0, 5.0) Wj E [-12.5, -8.5) 
We E [-7.5, -3.5) Wr E [-4.5, -0.5) 
W 0 E [-4.5, -0.5) 
Fig. 11. Monte Carlo approximation of the log likelihood ratio for the data of figure 4. The x axis 
represents the variation of a single component. They axis represents the values of the Monte 
Carlo log likelihood ratio with all other components of ciJ0 fixed. 
6 Conclusion 
Jn the first part of this paper, we recalled the definition of the Candy model, and 
studied its analytical properties, concentrating on the Ruelle condition, local stability 
and Markovianity. The second part was devoted to statistical inference by Markov 
chain Monte Carlo_ We suggested a variety of tailor-made updates, and proved 
convergence of the resulting transition kernel. Finally, we applied the sampler in a 
parameter estimation scheme, and performed a simulation study which shows the 
importance of a reasonable mix of updates that balance quick moves through the 
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state space with tailor made ones for fine tuning and enhancement. The relative 
weights of the moves may be adapted to the model parameters. Simple statistics. 
such as the number of free segments, converge faster than more complex ones like 
the average fraction of doubly connected segments. 
Since the Candy model was conceived in the context of road extraction from 
satellite images. we expect the results presented in this paper to be a starting point in 
unsupervised network extraction. This can be done by adding to the Candy model a 
term (STOICA et al.. 2000. and STOICA. 2001) which adapts the location of the road 
network to the data. As road density depends on geographical location. we expect to 
be able to improve the detection by defining a Candy model with respect to a non-
homogeneous Poisson point process (STOY AN and STOY AN, 1998). Another 
important point is to study the feasibility of exact simulation algorithms for the 
Candy model. 
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